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I. Composition  

A) Guided Composition (6 Marks) 
 

"An effective advertisement can sell products" 

• Of no less than (90) words, create an advertisement for the product " Ice Cream" 
  

• Your writing should include the followings: 
 

beat the heat – fresh – milk - fruit – buds - no artificials – indulgence – try a scoop – carve 
   

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

B) Free Composition  (6 Marks) 

 

"A smart person makes a mistake, learns from it, and never makes that mistake again" 

•   Of no less than (70) words, write about – The Importance of Our Mistakes 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________  
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II. Reading Comprehension  (1 mark each) 

 

Read the following passage, and then answer the questions below: 

 

Our goal is something that you want 
to achieve. To do that, you should 
decide what that goal is. Do you want to 
pass an exam? Do you want to be a 
doctor? Do you want to be 
wealthy? Think about what you 
want and decide on your goal. You 
should write your goal on a piece of 
paper. Put your goal poster on your 
wall and look at it every day. Then 
decide what you have to do to achieve 
your goal . 

Some people never reach their goal 
because they think it is impossible. You 
should think positively and this is the 

key step in achieving your goal. Don’t 
think "the exam is difficult and I will 
probably fail it".  Instead, you should 
think "The exam is difficult, but I have 

worked hard and will pass it". People 
who think negatively seldom reach 
their goals, so be positive ! 

We are most successful at things 
we enjoy. So you should try to enjoy 
your work. Look at your goal poster. 

Think how happy you will be when you 
have reached your goal. Think about 
that happiness while you are working 
and you will enjoy your work.

 
 

 

1) Give an appropriate title for the passage 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 

2) Choose the correct answer   

 

1. According to the passage, what is a key step in achieving your goal?  

A)  Deciding what your goal is    

B)  Looking at your goal poster every day    

C)  Working hard    

D)  Thinking positively 
 

2. According to the passage, what type of people seldom reach their goals? 

A)  People who work hard   

B)  People who have a goal poster   

C)  People who think negatively 

D)  People who enjoy their work   

 

 

 

3) Put (   T    ) for true sentences  and (   F    ) for false ones :   

 

1. [_____] People who enjoy their work are more likely to reach their goals. 
 

2. [_____] Having a clear goal can motivate you to work hard.  
 

3. [_____] Looking at your goal poster every day is not important in achieving your goal. 
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III. Vocabulary  (½ mark each) 

 

1. Fill in the blanks with the correct words   
 

 

 

 
 

 

1) Whenever I go shopping, I buy some _______________ clothes like Adidas or Nike. 

2) That film is very _______________.  It shows the same place over and over. 

3) Somebody _______________ with my suitcase. I can tell it has been opened. 

4) In 2019, the G20 _______________ was called by King Salman to discuss how to 

deal with COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

2. Match each word with its MEANING    

 
 

Word  Meaning 

1. spontaneously ( )  protect 

2. content ( )  glue 

3. adhesive ( )  subject matter 

4. safeguard ( )  new things 

 ( )  without planning 
 

 

3. Match each word with its OPPOSITE    

 
 

Word  Opposite 

1. dull ( )  masculine 

2. feminine ( )  shiny 

3. flop ( )  expected 

4. exhilarating ( )  tedious 

 ( )  success 

  

tampered   -    summit    -    brand   -    iffy   -   repetitive 
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IV. Grammar  (½ mark each) 

 

1. Choose the correct answer  
 

 

1) They will go to England _______________  they want to improve their speaking. 

a- because b- unless c- so that d- if    

2) I like drinking tea and Sara _______________. 

a- too does b- does too c- does either d- either does 

3) I  _______________ have followed your advice, you were right. 

a- must    b- may    c- should   d- might 

4) I was about to _______________   Engineering, but my father advised me otherwise 

a- studying b- study c- studied d- studies 

 
 

2. Match each tense with its correct example   
 

Tense Example 

1) Present Perfect Simple ( )  I had been working at the company for five years. 

2) Past Progressive ( )  They were sleeping when the alarm went off. 

 ( )  I have visited many places in Saudi Arabia. 

 

3. Correct the underlined errors 

 

1. You will be broke if you save your money.  __________________   

2. Let’s have a coffee.  I’ve got a little minutes .  __________________   

3. I am very good at play video games.   __________________   

4. Ali had went out when I arrived in the office.  __________________   

 

4. Complete the fact 

• If you heat water to 100°C, it ______________________ (boil).  

 

5. Reduce the adverb clause to a participle phrase  

• After I finish a large meal, I often feel sleepy. 

______________________________________________ , I often feel sleepy. 

 
Finished & Regards 

Teacher: __________________________ 
 

Regards: Essa Al Hussaini 
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I.  Composition 

 Guided composition  

 Write paragraph about a mistake that happened to you or 

someone you know and led to good results. Use the 

questions below. 

1. Where did it happen? 

2. Who was involved? and what happened? 

3. What was the good results? 

4. What are the things that might happened if it didn’t turn 

out this way? 

                           ……………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………… 

 

……………………….. 

12 
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 Free composition 

A. Write a paragraph about only one of the following topics 

answering the questions below: 

1. The differences between women and men. 

• What are the differences between men and women? 

•  Who tend to talk more? 

2.  your dream job. 

• What is your dream job? 

• Why do you choose this job? 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………… 
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II. Comprehension  

         Arabic coffee or (Gahwa) is a very important drink in Saudi 

Arabia and in the Arabian Gulf countries. Preparation, serving and 

drinking Arabic Coffee are derived from Bedouin hospitality. 

Usually, guests are served with Arabic coffee and dates. 

It is all about tradition, hospitality and ceremony. It's a sign of 

welcome and marks the beginning and the end of a guest's visit. 

It can be served anytime at home, at social gatherings or business 

meetings. The coffee is served and received with the right hand. The 

host serving the coffee fills the small cup only half full. As soon as the 

guest drinks it, the cup is refilled continually until the guest gently 

jiggles the cup indicating he has had enough, it is customary to take 2 

to 3 cups. Sugar and milk are not added but it is often served with 

dates.  

A. Read the passage then answer the following questions: 

1. Where did the Arab derive the way of Preparation, serving and drinking 

Arabic Coffee from? 

 

.…………………………………………………………………… 

2. What does serving guests Arabic coffee signify?" 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

B. Choose the correct answer: 

1. Guests are served with Arabic Coffee and -------------------  

   a)  salt b)   dates    c)   sugar    d)  rice 

2. it is customary to take -------------- cups.  

      a) 5 to 6 b)  2 to 3 c)  7 to 8 d)  1 to 2 

3. Arabic coffee or (Gahwa) is a very --------------- drink in Saudi Arabia  

a)  important b)  unusual c)  healthy d) strange 

4. Arabic Coffee is served and received with the---------------- after lunch. 

a) left hand b)  system c) right hand d) order 

 

 

……………………….. 

6 
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C. Answer with True or false:  
The sentence True False 

1. The meaning of derived from is taken from   

2.  Sugar and Milk are added to Arabic Coffee.   

3. The host serving the coffee fills the largest cup only half full.   

4. The underlined pronoun he refers to the guest.   

5. It can be served anytime at home, at social gatherings or 

business meetings. 

  

6. The guest gently jiggles the cup indicating he has not had 

enough. 

  

 

III. Grammer  

A. Choose the correct answer: 
 

1.  ……………. succeed in the marathon, Mark started training 

months in advance. 

a- In order to         b-Because            c-Even if                d- So  

2.  If you cook eggs in the microwave, it …………… 

a-explode            b-exploded           c-explodes            d-will explode   

3. I regret ………... that you have exam tomorrow. 

a-telling                b-to tell                c-tells                    d-told  

4. Sabah enjoys swimming and Hanan …………… 

a-does too             b-do too              c-did too                d-is too  

5. She …………...… for us for 2 hours. 

a-have waited    b-has been waiting     c-have been waiting     d-waited  

6. I ……. have bring the cat to my house, it made the house so messy. 

a-should               b-may                   c-might                d- shouldn’t   

 

……………………….. 

6 
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B. Do as shown between brackets:  
 

1. The engineer needs to build the house.   (change into passive) 

……………………………. 

2. I am interested for playing chess.                    (correct) 

…………………………. 

3. How much jobs have you had?                         (correct) 

…………………………………. 

4. There isn’t some sugar at home.                       (correct) 

……………………………….. 

5. The food was spicy. We will never be able to finish it. 

(connect with so -that) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

6. Alan is just about to leaving when the car crashed.   (correct) 

…………………………….              

                               

IV. Vocabulary  
 

A. Match each word in column 1 to its meaning in column 2. 

 

 Column 1 Column 2 

 1. for a very long time a. don’t sweat it  

 2. extremely happy  b. iffy 

 3. don’t worry about it   c. spontaneously  

 4. out of money d. broke  

 5. uncertain  e. on cloud nine  

 6. without planning f. for ages  

   g. admire 
 

 

 

……………………….. 

6 
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B. Choose the correct answer: 

 

1. Regular exercise has been shown to ……… both physical and 

mental health. 

a-boost                 b- stop              c-decrease                d-destroy 

2. The new company ………… has vibrant colors and modern design. 

a-place                 b-situation         c-logo                    d-sales  

3. Layla has a lovely …………. she’s always happy and smiling.  

a-restless             b- bad                c– repetitive          d-temperament 

4. Amal is so ……………... she can’t concentrate. 

a- happy              b-absent-minded         c-creative        d-serious    

 

  C.  circle the anatomy for each word below; 
:             

word 1 2 3 

masculine manly strong feminine 

damage harm repair destruction 

 

 

The end 

Wish you all the best - Teacher Rawan 



Read the passage about the Arabic Coffee carefully and answer the following question: 

 

     Arabic coffee or (Gahwa) is a very important drink in Saudi Arabia and in the Arabian Gulf countries. 

Preparation, serving and drinking Arabic Coffee are derived from Bedouin hospitality. Usually, guests are 

served with Arabic coffee and dates 

It is all about tradition, hospitality and ceremony. It's a sign of welcome and marks the beginning and the end 

of a guest's visit. 

It can be served anytime at home, at social gatherings or business meetings. The coffee is served and received 

with the right hand. The host serving the coffee fills the small cup only half full. As soon as the guest drinks it, 

the cup is refilled continually until the guest gently jiggles the cup indicating he has had enough ,it is customary 

to take 2 to 3 cups. Sugar and milk are not added but it is often served with dates.The trees that produce 

Arabic coffee can measure over three meters in height. The leaves of the Arabic coffee plant are also 

comparatively large. 

 
A) Choose  ( True  √  )  or  ( False   X ): 

 

The sentence ( T ) ( F ) 

1. The meaning of ( large ) is big. True  √    False   X 

2.  Sugar and Milk are added to Arabic Coffee. True   √ 
 

False   X
 

3. The host serving the coffee fills the largest cup only half full. True  √    False   X 

4. In line (    ) he refers to the guest. True  √    False   X 

5. It can be served anytime at home, at social gatherings or 

business meetings. 

True  √    False   X 

6. The guest gently jiggles the cup indicating he has not had 

enough. 

True  √    False   X 

 
 
B) Choose the correct answer: 
 

1. Preparation, serving and drinking Arabic Coffee are derived from----------------hospitality. 

            a)     Modern    b)       western     c)      Bedouin    d)      cultural 

2.  Guests are served with Arabic Coffee and -------------------  

        a)     salt b)       dates    c)         sugar    d)       rice 

3. The trees that produce Arabic coffee can measure over ---------------  meters in height.  

            a)     three     b)       five    c)          two    d)       one 

4. it is customary to take -------------- cups.  

           a)     5 to 6     b)       2 to 3     c)      7 to 8     d)       1 to 2 
 

5. Arabic coffee or (Gahwa) is a very --------------- drink in Saudi Arabia  

           a)    important     b)       unusual    c)         healthy     d)       strange 

6. Arabic Coffee is served and received with the---------------- after lunch. 

     a)    left hand       b)  system    c)         right hand      d)      order  
 

 



 

 

 

Read the passage  carefully and answer the following question: 

     Monica and Mike had a good time last weekend. They went to visit their Aunt Angelina and 

Uncle John they live in a village in the mountains. The kids like visiting them because there is 

good fun. Their Uncle works at home, he is a carpenter, and Aunt Angelina is a chef and, she 

has a small café next to the bus station, she is famous for her delicious cupcakes.  When 

they arrived at the bus station ,they went to the cafeteria.  Aunt Angelina welcomed them 

with sweet coffee and delicious cupcakes.  Monica and Mike helped her. Then John took the 

kids home. After lunch, they went to the club and played tennis with Uncle John. At five 

o'clock, they had tea, sandwiches and some cupcakes made by Aunt Angelina. In the evening 

Angelina, John and the kids went downtown to the cinema to see Monsters’ University and 

they ate burgers and chips. 

 
A) Choose  ( True  √  )  or  ( False   X ): 

 

The sentence ( T ) ( F ) 

1. The meaning of ( tasty ) is delicious. True  √    False   X 

2.  The kids had some cookies made by Angelina at seven o’clock. True   √ 
 

False   X
 

3. Their Aunt Angelina is a chef. True  √    False   X 

4. They went to hospital after lunch. True  √    False   X 

5. In line ( 3 ), she refers to Monica. True  √    False   X 

6. The best title for the passage is: A Good Weekend. True  √    False   X 

 
 
B) Choose the correct answer: 
 

1. The café is next to the --------------------. 

            a)     home    b)       school     c)      bus station    d)      hospital 

2.  John and the kids went downtown to the --------------------  

        a)     park b)       cinema    c)         river    d)       mall 

3. Angelina welcomed them with sweet ---------------  

            a)     Milk     b)       juice    c)          tea    d)       coffee 

4. The family live in a ---------------- in the mountains.  

           a)     village     b)       valley     c)      city center     d)       cottage 
 

5. The uncle is a ----------------  

           a)    doctor     b)       carpenter   c)         mechanic     d)       farmer 

6. They went to the club and played ---------------- after lunch. 

     a)    football   b)     tennis   c)         volleyball     d)      karate 

 
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
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My working day starts very early. From Monday to Friday I get up at half past three and I 

have a shower and a cup of coffee. I usually leave the house at ten past four because the car 

always arrives a few minutes early. I get to the studio at about five o'clock and start work. 

My programme Good Morning Britain starts at seven o'clock and finishes at nine o'clock. 

Then I leave the studio at a quarter past ten. After that, I go shopping and visit some 

friends. I get home at three o'clock. A woman helps me with the housework and the ironing. I 

read a newspaper and do some work. 

Then my husband gets home at half past five in the evening and I cook dinner. We stay at 

home in the evening. We don't go out because I go to bed very early. We usually watch 

television and then I go to bed at half past eight, I'm usually asleep by nine o'clock. 

I think my job is very interesting but I don't like getting up very early. 
 

A) Choose  ( True  √  )  or  ( False   X ): 
 

The sentence ( T ) ( F ) 

1. The opposite of ( early ) is late. True  √    False   X 

2.  She usually leaves the house at ten past four. True   √ 
 

False   X
 

3. She has a shower and a cup of tea. True  √    False   X 

4. She goes shopping and visits some friends. True  √    False   X 

5. In line ( 3 ), We refers to the woman and her son. True  √    False   X 

6. The best title for the passage is: My Daily Routine . True  √    False   X 

 
 
B) Choose the correct answer: 
 

1. From Monday to -------------------- I get up at half past three.  

            a)     Sunday    b)       Tuesday     c)      Friday    d)      Saturday 

2.  Good Morning Britain starts at -------------------- o'clock and finishes at nine o'clock. 

        a)     8 b)       7    c)         10    d)       5 

3. The husband gets home at half past five in the ---------------  

            a)     evening     b)       morning    c)          noon    d)       night 

4. The women read------------------ and do some work.  

           a)     an essay     b)        a story     c)       a newspaper    d)        a book 
 

5. She thinks her job is very ----------------  

           a)    hard     b)       awful    c)         boring     d)       interesting  

6. The ---------------- always arrives a few minutes early. 

     a)    taxi   c)     car   c)         bus     d)      plane 
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Session First 
 

 
 

 المدققة  المراجعة  حة حالمص الدرجة كتابة  الدرجة رقما  السؤال 
 Q 1      

 
 

: Put (  T  )  Or  (  F  ) Listen carefully then  

  

1.  Both Jenna and Alicia are studying pre-law  (   F       ) .  

. 

 (   F     ).  They  have different  accents and mannerisms.2 

 

(   T      ).   They have been painting since they were fives .3 

 

4. They planned to study teaching  (  T     ). 

 

(    T     ).  They  have the same recurring dream.5 

 

 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The End 

your teacher :  ………………………..  ♥ 
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   Audioscript 

Alicia Smith and Jenna Greer are identical twins who, at birth, were 

orphaned and adopted by different families. Incredibly, they grew 

up just 25 kilometers apart from one another, with each believing 

that she was an only child . 

Some would say that the story of their recent accidental reunion 

was coincidence. Some would say it was meant to be. Upon 

graduating from high school, each of the girls chose to study 

psychology at universities only 2 kilometers apart. While attending 

university, Jenna kept noticing that strangers would wave and 

say hello to her. Meanwhile, Alicia’s friends complained that she 

sometimes didn’t wave back at them when they saw her on the 

street. Listen to the young women tell the story of how they 

discovered one another . 

Alicia: A friend of Jenna’s came to a study meeting at our dorm 

when I was twenty. She was shocked by how much I looked like 

a friend of hers. Of course, that friend was Jenna. She kept telling 

me that I had to meet this friend. She showed me a picture of 

Jenna and gave me her email address . 

Jenna: After exchanging a couple of emails and talking to our 

parents, we discovered that we were sisters. So we made plans 

to meet . 

Alicia: The first meeting was really emotional. I thought my heart 

was going to thump out of my chest. It was strange seeing my 

face on someone else’s body. And as soon as we started talking , 

we both noticed how similar our accents and mannerisms were . 

Jenna: As we got to know each other, we found out that we’d 

lived lives that were, in many ways, incredibly similar. It’s uncanny 

how much we have in common. Both of us have been painting 

since we were five, we both liked horses, we both planned to 

study teaching, and we had both volunteered at the community 

support center . 

Alicia: But I think the strangest thing of all is that we even have 

the same recurring dream. One time when Jenna and I were 

talking, she described the same dream that I’ve had since I was a 

child. I was so freaked out that I just dropped the phone . 

Jenna: I really believe that we are meant to be together. I think it 

was supposed to happen now. Not when we’re older, or when we 

were younger and wouldn’t have understood. This way we can 

enjoy each other for the rest of our lives. 


